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Square
DOGS SNIFF OUT
COVID-19: An article
published in November
2020 on Nature.com
shared that dog trainers
are claiming dogs can
detect the coronavirus
with “almost perfect accuracy.”
Scientists are a bit less
enthusiastic, but they do
say studies completed
show promise and mean
that further investigation
is worthwhile.
They also say that
canines could help to
control the pandemic
because they can screen
hundreds of people an
hour in busy places such
as airports or sports stadiums, and are cheaper
to run than conventional
testing methods such as
the RNA-amplification
technique PCR.
In the case of COVID19 detection, researchers
don’t know for sure what
the dogs are smelling, but
many suspect that these
illnesses cause the human
body to let off a distinct
pattern of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
These molecules readily
evaporate to create scent
that dogs can pick up.
Riad Sarkis, a surgeon and researcher at
Saint Joseph University
in Beirut, is part of a
French–Lebanese project
that has trained 18 dogs.
Sarkis used the best two
performers for an airport
trial in Lebanon.
The dogs screened
1,680 passengers and
found 158 COVID-19
cases that were confirmed
by PCR tests. The animals
correctly identified negative results with 100%
accuracy, and correctly
detected 92% of positive cases, according to
unpublished results.
In the one published
journal article on dogs’
efficacy at sniffing out
COVID-19, the researchers trained eight dogs on
samples taken from the
mouths and windpipes
of seven people hospitalized with COVID-19 and
seven uninfected people.
The dogs identified 83%
of positive cases and 96%
of negative ones.
Meanwhile, critics say
the German dog study
used samples from too
few patients. The dogs
could be learning to identify the specific scent of
the samples rather than of
COVID-19, says Cynthia
Otto, who leads the
Penn Vet Working Dog
Centre at the University
of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia and is also
working with COVID-19
sniffer dogs.
The full article can be
read at: https://www.
nature.com/articles/
d41586-020-03149-9.
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JJ’s Saloon acquitted of
violating state closure order
By JOELLEN WANKEL
jwankel@bradfordera.com
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Tables await customers at JJ’s Saloon on East Main Street. The business owner was acquitted
Thursday of violating the state order to close all indoor dining in December.

A local business has been acquitted
of allegedly violating the state’s restaurant closure order in December.
JJ’s Saloon, owned by Bob Skaggs,
was found not guilty Thursday in a
hearing before District Judge Rich
Luther.
“I think Judge Luther ruled very
fairly. There was no basis in law for the
closure notice we received,” Skaggs
said.
Skaggs was represented by Eric
Winter of Prince Law Firm, located in
Southern Pennsylvania.
When contacted Thursday, Winter
stated, “My client was found not guilty.
It was the right outcome. It shows the
enforcement system that the governor
and secretary of health have tried to
put in place is defective. That is all
there is to it.”
He explained that, as with any
trial dealing with an order, there is a
requirement to prove the basis for the
citation.
“In this case, they were trying to
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Control Chief Corp.
celebrates 50th anniversary
A local manufacturing company is
celebrating a milestone, as the company turns 50 years old.
Control Chief Corp. started making
industrial remote controls in February
of 1971. The company began with
8 employees, and a commitment to
provide innovation and American
craftsmanship to customers all over
the world. Eventually, Control Chief
relocated to the City of Bradford, to
the site of the former Loblaw’s Market,
where they currently operate.
Remote control systems for overhead cranes and locomotives are
researched, designed, and built from
the circuit boards to completion at the
company headquarters on Williams
Street in Bradford.
As the economy starts to re-open
post-pandemic, Control Chief is
poised for success, as an increase in
the demand in commodities markets,
like steel, copper, aggregate, and grain
are dependent on the wireless control
solutions provided by Control Chief.
Through innovation and a commitment to excellence, the company is
poised to increase their visibility as a
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McKean County
Republicans hold petition signing event
By RUTH BOGDAN
r.bogdan@bradfordera.com
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Bradford attorney Stacy Sorokes Wallace talks to Dave White about the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania at a petition-signing event held Thursday by the McKean County Republican
Committee in Togi’s Blue Room. Wallace is running for Commonwealth Court judge.

The McKean County Republic
Committee attracted several local
GOP members to a petition-signing
event Thursday in Togi’s Blue Room in
Bradford.
The local GOP scheduled to prepare
Republican candidates for the upcoming primary election. The last day to
circulate and file petitions in McKean
County is March 9. Pennsylvania’s primary election is set for May 18.
“This is our second petition-signing
event,” noted Brad Mangel, executive
committee member for the McKean
County GOP. He said the first was for
last year’s presidential election, which
the committee found to be a “decided
success.”
Mangel explained the committee
wanted to do something not only to
support the county’s row officers, but
also other local offices.
Several candidates were available
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